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When the Mines Closed

1998

the anthracite region of northeastern pennsylvania five hundred square miles of rugged hills stretching between tower city and carbondale harbored coal deposits
that once heated virtually all the homes and businesses in eastern cities at its peak during world war i the coal industry here employed 170 000 miners and
supported almost 1 000 000 people today with coal workers numbering 1 500 only 5 000 people depend on the industry for their livelihood between these two
points in time lies a story of industrial decline of working people facing incremental and cataclysmic changes in their world when the mines closed tells this story
in the words of men and women who experienced these dramatic changes and in more than eighty photographs of these individuals their families and the larger
community award winning historian thomas dublin interviewed a cross section of residents and migrants from the region who gave their own accounts of their
work and family lives before and after the mines closed most of the narrators six men and seven women came of age during the great depression and entered area
mines or in the case of the women garment factories in their teens they describe the difficult choices they faced and the long standing ethnic working class values
and traditions they drew upon when after world war ii the mines began to shut down some left the region others commuted to work at a distance still others
struggled to find employment locally the photographs taken by george harvan a lifelong resident of the area and the son of a slovak born coal miner document
residents lives over the course of fifty years dublin s introductory essay offers a brief history of anthracite mining and the region and establishes a broader
interpretive framework for the narratives and photographs

Stories From The Colorado Coal Mines

2011-04-25

stories from the colorado coal mines is a collection of george ogle s books of historical fi ction the fi rst story focuses on events surrounding the ludlow massacre 1914
and the columbine massacre 1927 the second book revisits these same events but with another look at the tumultuous period in between that insured a disastrous
outcome the third is a story based on japanese immigrant workers in the early 20th century four young japanese men from different backgrounds meet aboard ship
on their way to work in the usa each man forges his own adjustment to his new environment in the midst of death and racial tensions

The Story of the Mine as Illustrated by the Great Comstock Lode of Nevada

1898

since the presence of copper in the mountains behind britannia beach was discovered in 1898 it is estimated that about 60 000 men have been employed there some
have worked for a grubstake some have found britannia a place for summer employment some have worked off and on as they drifted from mine to mine and
some came with their families and stayed until retirement many stories could be told of life in what for so long were the isolated camps that comprised britannia
mines this book was first written by the well known historian bruce ramsey attempts for the first time within our knowledge to collect and preserve the historical



data and some of the anecdotal material it will be a source of accurate information for the curious and interested and a stimulus to the recollection of happy
memories for the legion of britannia ites

Britannia - The Story of a Mine

2004-05-31

eckley near hazleton pennsylvania was a typical company mining town or patch which was in existence from 1854 to 1969 coal companies constructed and operated
villages such as eckley for their workers providing housing stores churches and schools and by extension making the workers wholly dependent on the company
the workers were originally english welsh and german and later in the century they were joined by immigrants from ireland and southern and eastern europe
forming an ethnically diverse community the site interprets the day to day life of the workers and their families

List of Bureau of Mines Publications and Articles ... with Subject and Author Index

1992

in this book workers displaced by plant closings in louisville kentucky tell their stories emphasizing their agency demanding respect for their skill casting
judgment on business and government for not showing that respect and revealing a sense of alienation resulting from violation of their values and trust

Eckley Miners' Village

2003

lone pine by r b townshend published by good press good press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre from well known classics literary
fiction and non fiction to forgotten or yet undiscovered gems of world literature we issue the books that need to be read each good press edition has been
meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e readers and devices our goal is to produce ebooks that are user friendly and accessible to everyone in
a high quality digital format

I Saw it Coming

2009-12-21

to santiago accordingly stephens had made his way in the hope of solving the mystery of the secret mine this hope however was one which he could not avow
openly at the first meeting and when he presented himself before the chiefs of the pueblo it was of gold and not of silver that he spoke he told them of his past toils



and adventures and the red men seemed to take a fancy to him on the spot hitherto these pg 14 indians had persistently enforced their right to prevent any man
not of their own blood from taking up his abode within a league of their village of santiago a right secured to them by special grant from the kings of old spain what
was there about this man that melted their obduracy some charm they must have found in the face of this lone wanderer for him alone among white men had
they admitted as a permanent guest to the hospitality of their most jealously guarded sanctuary perhaps there was something of pure caprice in their choice perhaps
it was in a way due to the effect of physical contrast for in this case the contrast between the white man and the red always marked was as striking as it could
possibly be he was as fair as they were dark with his white skin his grey blue eyes and his curling golden hair worn long in frontier fashion he was as fair as any
norseman that ever boasted his descent from the ancient vikings gold said tostado one of the chiefs as stephens sat in the midst of them on the occasion of his first
visit we ask you what sort of a life you live and you answer us that you live only to search for gold why here is the gold you carry it with you and with a
reverent grace the fine old chief laid his dark fingers gently on the long yellow locks that flowed down from under the prospector s wide sombrero the grey blue
eyes of the far wandered man one who like ulysses of old had withstood the buffets of capricious fortune through many adventurous years found an expression of
genuine friendliness in the dark orbs of this redskin chief who smiled gravely at his own jest as if in half excuse of its familiarity tostado pg 15 gazed into the white
man s eyes a moment longer and then turned to the circle of his fellow chiefs see he said the white man s eyes are the same colour as our precious turquoise stones
they are the colour of our sacred jewel the shiuamo that i wear as the head man of the turquoise family and he pointed to his breast where a large polished
turquoise hung from a circlet round his neck the white man has travelled far he is weary he shall stay with us and rest a while and we will give him an indian
name and he shall be as one of ourselves let him be called sooshiuamo turquoise eyes my brothers say is it good yes it is good they answered it is good from
henceforth sooshiuamo is one of us he is our brother and in this fashion the roving gold seeker had obtained amongst them the acceptance he desired felipe with his
striped blanket gracefully draped round him came and stood just behind his employer but said nothing on a rough table were a tin cup and tin plate and an iron
handled knife a small coffee pot was bubbling in the ashes on the hearth stephens held a frying pan in his left hand and beside him on a tent cloth on the floor lay a
large smooth boulder and a hammer with which he had been pounding his tough dried meat before cooking it he now stood up to his full height and turning his
face flushed with the fire to felipe pointed with the steel fork held in his right hand to a great wooden chest against the wall at one side of the room go and take an
almud of corn and give it to the stock said he give morgana her extra allowance

Lone Pine: The Story of a Lost Mine

2021-01-18

strange doings on an ore boat ted and nelson to go undercover as unskilled deck hands on the s s shamrock unravel the truth is it just bad luck or is something more
nefarious afoot stir in a stowaway a realistic shipping setting and a series of puzzling events and you get a classic entry in the ted wilford series

Lone Pine : The Story of a Lost Mine

2015-07-03

winner of the mining history association clark spence award for the best book in mining history 2017 2018 brian james leech provides a social and environmental



history of butte montana s berkeley pit an open pit mine which operated from 1955 to 1982 using oral history interviews and archival finds the city that ate itself
explores the lived experience of open pit copper mining at butte s infamous berkeley pit because an open pit mine has to expand outward in order for workers to
extract ore its effects dramatically changed the lives of workers and residents although the berkeley pit gave consumers easier access to copper its impact on
workers and community members was more mixed if not detrimental the pit s creeping boundaries became even more of a problem as open pit mining nibbled
away at ethnic communities neighbors faced new industrial hazards widespread relocation and disrupted social ties residents variously responded to the pit with
celebration protest negotiation and resignation even after its closure the pit still looms over butte now a large toxic lake at the center of a federal environmental
cleanup the berkeley pit continues to affect butte s search for a postindustrial future

Derrick Sterling: A Story of the Mines

2019-04-10

what stories do we tell about america s once great industries at a time when they are fading from the landscape pennsylvania in public memory attempts to answer
that question exploring the emergence of a heritage culture of industry and its loss through the lens of its most representative industrial state based on news
coverage interviews and more than two hundred heritage sites this book traces the narrative themes that shape modern public memory of coal steel railroading
lumber oil and agriculture and that collectively tell a story about national as well as local identity in a changing social and economic world

The Abandoned Mine Mystery (Ted Wilford #13)

2018-10-10

in the preface to her memoir ercenia alice cedeño recalls the secrecy and turmoil that marked her youth i spent most of my growing years mad at my mother and
wanting her to change to fit in with the rest of the world she writes when my sisters and i wanted her to visit our friends mothers she would say why do people
need to know other peoples lives looking back i wonder if she was really saying i don t want them to know our business there was so much to hide now bringing
those hidden memories to light amá your story is mine traces the hardship violence deceit and defiance that shaped the identity of two generations of women in
alice s family born in the mountains of northern mexico alice s mother married at age 14 into a family rife with passion that often turned to anger after losing
several infant children to disease the young couple crossed into the united states seeking a better life unfolding in a series of powerful vignettes amá your story is
mine describes in captivating detail a daring matriarch who found herself having to protect her children from their own father while facing the challenges of
cultural discrimination by turns wry and tender alice s recollections offer a rare memoir that fully encompasses the latina experience in the united states

The City That Ate Itself

2018-02-28



this is the story of a depression era orphan marie pead who grew up in a small town of fairview in western wyoming she never let the trials of her life hold her
down she had little money and as a young girl had the daily care of her two younger brothers and a younger sister she still became the belle of the ball at this time
she owned one hand me down dress marie was well liked and popular at the big band dances held in the neighboring town of afton pretty nice and spunky she
won the heart of the handsome spencer call a university of wyoming student who became the chief engineer at the local call air airport and manufacturing
company he could design and build a plane and had a love of the mountains marie followed him on many adventures she loved him distractedly honoring him as a
worthy companion but never lost her grit and spunkiness nor did she ever play second fiddle to anyone soon after the war spencer left the plane factory to form his
own sand and gravel company spencer and marie were a fairy tale couple who lived in their own camelot in a home nestled so close to the mountains one could
almost touch the peaks they lived in camelot but they faced adversity with stoicism marie lost a brother in world war ii a son at 18 spencer when he was 72 and a
grandson to suicide she lived as a widow for 18 years in her own home taking care of herself and never lost her faith in god her charm or her love of life when
pursued by other men even as a widow she staunchly maintained she was still married to spencer call and would be forever the stories in this book are in maries
own words in the form of letters she wrote and saved which were compiled and edited by her daughter pamela call johnson

Pennsylvania in Public Memory

2015-06-26

entrepreneurial communities and ecosystems case study insights aims to provide applied examples that embody the theories principles and processes that contribute
to empowering everyday entrepreneurial communities and ecosystems relying on a diversity of narratives from a wide range of entrepreneurial communities
entrepreneurial ecosystems and organizations this book presents a collection of case studies that take the reader inside the minds of leaders who are working to
empower entrepreneurs and build entrepreneurial ecosystems and entrepreneurial communities sometimes from scratch the book features research and stories
from entrepreneurs development agencies entrepreneurial support and assistance organizations i e feeders and supports governments and involved citizens and
local leaders in their quest to make their communities more entrepreneuring the book presents an analytic frame through which the case studies are cross analyzed
providing meta guidelines for pursuing a broad range of strategies for supporting local and regional entrepreneurial action this research volume is equally useful as
an undergraduate or graduate text on the sociology of entrepreneurs and entrepreneurship as it is a field guide for ecosystem builders policy makers nonprofits and
entrepreneurship and social researchers worldwide

Amá, Your Story Is Mine

2010-01-01

reprint of the original first published in 1882



This Story Is Mine

2013-09-11

this carefully crafted ebook 40 adventure novels stories in one premium edition king solomon s mines ayesha child of storm the treasure of the lake she the wizard
heart of the world maiwa s revenge the yellow god is formatted for your ereader with a functional and detailed table of contents sir henry rider haggard 1856 1925
was an english writer of adventure novels and dark fantasy stories set in exotic locations predominantly africa and a pioneer of the lost world literary genre table of
contents dawn the witch s head king solomon s mines she a history of adventure allan quatermain jess maiwa s revenge colonel quaritch v c cleopatra eric
brighteyes nada the lily montezuma s daughter heart of the world the wizard swallow ayesha benita an african romance the yellow god the lady of blossholme
morning star queen sheba s ring marie child of storm the wanderer s necklace the holy flower the ivory child finished moon of israel when the world shook
ancient allan the treasure of the lake allan and the ice gods elissa allan s wife hunter quatermain s story a tale of three lions long odds black heart and white heart a
zulu idyll magepa the buck smith and the pharaohs the blue curtains little flower only a dream barbara who came back

Empowering Entrepreneurial Communities and Ecosystems

2022-07-15

as i grew up ive said many times that i really wish i had talked to my grandparents and learned about their lives i dont want my grandchildren to say the same
thing so i dedicate these words to lindsay eddie meghann and nicole and someday theyll each be able to say heck yeah i knew ecky

Clarence. The Story of a Mine

2024-05-01

reprint of the original first published in 1876

40+ Adventure Novels & Stories in One Premium Edition: King Solomon's Mines, Ayesha, Child of Storm,
The Treasure of the Lake, She, The Wizard, Heart of the World, Maiwa's Revenge, The Yellow God…

2016-04-25

the socio economic transformations of the 1990s have forced many people in poland into impoverishment hunters gatherers and practitioners of powerlessness gives
a dramatic account of life after this degradation tracking the experiences of unemployed miners scrap collectors and poverty stricken village residents contrary to
the images of passivity resignation and helplessness that have become powerful tropes in polish journalism and academic writing tomasz rakowski traces the ways



in which people actively reconfigure their lives as it turns out the initial sense of degradation and helplessness often gives way to images of resourcefulness that
reveal unusual hunting and gathering skills

National Labor Relations Act

1940

today many of the historic coal mining communities of the rocky mountains are uninhabited ghost towns yet behind the crumbled ruins are tales of perseverance
danger and romance a devastating mine explosion on halloween shatters the lives of mining families in nordegg the miners of mountain park build a hockey rink
still celebrated in local lore a young immigrant couple in mercoal establishes a successful business only to have their love story sadly cut short these 11 dramatic and
poignant ghost town tales are sure to fascinate all who love pioneer history

Every Life Is a Story and This Is Mine

2010-12-07

after great britain acquired cyprus an occasional engineer made sporadic attempts to rediscover the old copper mines dormant since the romans had abandoned them
fifteen centuries earlier book tells of charles godfrey gunther s discovery of the prospects and of his long struggle to bring them into production in a region where
modern tehcnological skills were almost unknown p v

Israel Mort, Overman. A Story of the Mine

2024-06-06

ever since the birth of his daughter nalla zsadist has been regressing further and further into the life he led before he met bella his beautiful shellan he has been
waking up in cold sweats due to nightmares from his past hasn t made love to his wife and won t hold his baby girl for fear that he might hurt her while nalla s
presence had consisted of only joy and excitement in first couple months of her life now it seems to be driving the couple apart bella is afraid that she and nalla just
may need to leave her hellren but then zsadist gets injured on a mission to fight the lessers and because he hasn t been feeding from bella almost loses his life could
this near death experience create the motivation to pull this couple back together or has the gap between them spanned too far for redemption

An Old Story of My Farming Days (Ut Mine Stromtid) (Complete)

2016-10-01



reprint of the original first published in 1877

Hunters, Gatherers, and Practitioners of Powerlessness

2009-04-21

2 in yorkshire post s pick of the best books

Ghost Town Stories of Alberta

1962

imagine that you have five minutes to grab everything that is important to you what would you grab would it be your favorite clothes photographs you can t take
your favorite kitty with you now imagine that you are six years old and you have to shove your belongings into a black stretchy garbage bag you grab the hand of
the social worker who you have just met walk out to a complete strangers car and the worker buckles you in in the background you can hear mommy crying you
have no idea where you are going

The Story of Cyprus Mines Corporation

2020-09-28

no one personified the age of industry more than the miners the shadow of the mine tells the story of king coal in its heyday and what happened to mining
communities after the last pits closed the shadow of the mine tells the story of king coal in its heyday the heroics and betrayals of the miners strike and what
happened to mining communities after the last pits closed no one personified the age of industry more than the miners coal was central to the british economy
powering its factories and railways it carried political weight too in the eighties the miners risked everything in a year long strike against thatcher s shutdowns
their defeat doomed a way of life the lingering sense of abandonment in former mining communities would be difficult to overstate yet recent electoral politics has
revolved around the coalfield constituencies in labour s red wall huw beynon and ray hudson draw on decades of research to chronicle these momentous changes
through the words of the people who lived through them this edition includes a new postscript on why thatcher s war on the miners wasn t good for green politics
excellent new statesman brilliant times literary supplement enlightening guardian

The Blind Brother: A Story of the Pennsylvania Coal Mines

2017-09-05



relive the drama of the knox mine disaster of january 22 1959 through the voices of survivors the victims families contemporary newspaper accounts and the
literature and music generated by the tragedy read the poignant and often shocking first person accounts of those who lived through one of the most devastating
disasters in american mining history this companion volume to the best selling book the knox mine disaster published in 1999 by the pennsylvania historical and
museum commission also offers a detailed study on how the citizens of northeastern pennsylvania have memorialized and remembered the last major catastrophe to
strike pennsylvania s anthracite industry

The Copper Princess: A Story of Lake Superior Mines

2008-10-07

divwhile on vacation at a dude ranch the casebusters chase a horse thief divdiv sean and brian quinn can t think of anywhere cooler than the austin dude ranch
although neither has ever ridden a horse they re positive that playing cowboy is going to become their favorite pastime but before they can learn to rope and ride
they re going to have to practice their other favorite hobby solving mysteries divdiv divdiva racehorse has been stolen from the neighboring farm and the ranch s
owners think that their horses may be the next to disappear to find the missing pony brian and sean will have to confront something even more scary than horse
thieves the ghost of the crazy old gold prospector who is said to haunt a nearby abandoned mine whether the culprit is living or dead brian and sean must catch
him faster than they can say giddy up div

Father Mine: Zsadist and Bella's Story

2024-02-02
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